design notes
THE DETAILS THAT MAKE THE LOOK

A GUEST ROOM'S VAMNIC
LEBAST'S BED IS CURTAINED
IN WAGNER HOUSES
TREE OF LIFE WHICH ALSO
COVERS THE WALLS.

18TH-CENTURY FRENCH
AUGUSIDA VELOURS TAPESTRY
$38,000. 127DIBS.COM

“THE HOUSE IS FAR FROM THE ROAD,
ISOLATED FROM THE NOISE. EVERYWHERE
WE LOOK IS GREEN.” — PIERRE SAUVAGE

“IT'S A REAL COUNTRY
HOUSE WHERE HE
COULD LIVE YEAR-ROUND.”
— LOUIS BENECHE

A GUEST BATH IS SWATHED
IN MADINA BY MANUEL
CANDOVA. THE CUSTOM
RUG IMITATES THE PATTERN.